
G68 Lightweight Radar

Lightweight deployable surveillance radar

Features
-Band
-Radar, 360° coverage
-One mast solution
-Long range thermal detection
-Cooled or un-cooled thermal
-HD or SD video option 
-Optical zoom lens on thermal camera
-IP67 environmental protection (IP68 option)
-Absolute positioning feedback
-360° continuous rotation
-Harmonic drive zero backlash gears

Radar Features
-Concurrent long and short range detection
-Low power consumption: 150W
-360° and sector scanning
-Versatile mast and mount options
-Graceful degradation
-Integrated transceiver and GPS
-Pulsed, coherent waveforms
-Jamming/Interference resilient (RF frequency 
variation)
-Adaptive clutter suppression Doppler 
proc./pulse compression
-522mm rotating patch array antenna
-Gigabit Ethernet output
-Asterix CAT 240 radar video and CAT 253 
control
-Continuous system health monitor and built-in 
self test
-Environmental resilience: IP67 -25°C to +55°C 
operating temperature

MODEL G68

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

Camera Sony SD and HD with Thermal Module option

Tilt range +90° to -90°

Limits Fixed hard and adjustable limits

Motor type Stepper motor drive

Position encoders Optical 

Position feedback 0.01°

Repeatability 0.009°

Presets 127

Protocols Pelco D, Pelco D, SSP

Parameter programming via RS485 or RS422

Compass heading Cardinal point and/or degrees

Operating temperature -30°C to 65°C (-40°C with optional heater) 

Ingress protection rating IP67

Housing material Cast aluminium

Housing finish Xylan undercoat with epoxy powder finish 

Fixings material Stainless steel

Operating voltage 24-30VDC 3.5A

Connector Mil spec multi-way

Technical Specifications

Specifications may be subject to changes without notice
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The unit gives 360° coverage with radar man detection out to 5000m. Multiple options of 
thermal and HD or SD video cameras provide video verification of any target detected and 
the cameras will track the target as it moves. The system can be located on one mast 
ensuring there are no blind spots.

The control software is easy to operate and will display targets on a geo-referenced map 
display. This combined with the cameras and radar enables a Detect, Recognise, Identify 
and Classify methodology. The control software will control multiple radars and cameras 
from one screen, meaning the system is modular and scalable. Integrated E/O sensors can 
be cued to radar targets


